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It is with pleasure that I write a testimonial letter for Golden Rule Signs. The Prairie City Booster Club
installed an electronic message board purchased from Golden Rule Signs in July 2012.
The hardest part of this project was actually the fundraising to purchase the sign. The purchasing
process was all done over email and telephone and was as easy as measurements, quotes and
ordering. We were fortunate to work with our local City Hall to place the sign on City property with
existing posts and electricity. I sent measurements and pictures of the site to Golden Rule and they
sent quotes for different types of signs that fit our criteria. They also included a mock-up of what the
end product might look like to help with fundraising presentations.
Installation was accomplished with the donation of time by volunteers and a forklift. We did hire an
electrician for the hookup and installation of the wireless. I do the programming of the sign on my
personal laptop at home. Because I live a distance from City Hall, I take my laptop to town and
upload the new program through the wireless. I never have to leave my pickup. The program is easy
to work with and there is good support over the telephone if you have any questions.
There were a couple of hiccups along the way, one computer ribbon was bad when installed but
Golden Rule replaced it the following week. We also had a module for the time and temp go bad, it
was also replaced very quickly. Since then the sign has worked without any issues and has become
a great addition to our community.
If you are considering a project of this type, I would recommend you contact Gold Rule Signs – they
are a great group of people to work with during the purchase process, installation process and after.
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